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NOTE: This document includes approved projects for 2024, as well as projects planned for 2025-

2028 which are proposed by the Department of Public Works to be reviewed and adopted annually 

by City Council for funding.  All information provided for 2025-2028 is preliminary and subject to 

change. 
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INTRODUCTION 

As a part of its 2024 Capital Improvement Budget and Program (the “CIB”), the City of Saint Paul, 

Minnesota (the “City”), has created an updated new five-year Street Reconstruction Plan (the “2024 SRP”) 

for the calendar years 2024-2028 which is memorialized in this 2024 SRP.  This 2024 SRP will be 

considered for adoption after a public hearing on such on December 6, 2023 (the “2024 SRP Public 

Hearing”) after publication of the notice required in the Street Reconstruction Act.  In addition, the 2024 

SRP Public Hearing will also consider the approval of the issuance of an estimated amount of general 

obligation bonds not to exceed $16,500,000 for the proposed 2024 street reconstruction projects. 

This 2024 SRP is designed to anticipate necessary street reconstruction expenditures and to economically 

schedule those anticipated expenditures over a five-year period.  In creating this 2024 SRP, the City has 

considered the costs, benefits, alternatives, and impact of this 2024 SRP on the City’s operating 

expenditures.  The City intends to issue general obligation street reconstruction bonds to finance certain 

projects described in this 2024 SRP. 

PURPOSE 

The Street Reconstruction Act (Minnesota Statutes Section 475.58, Subd. 3b) authorizes a municipality 

such as the City to issue and sell general obligation bonds for street reconstruction or bituminous overlays 

without holding a referendum if a certain statutory process has been followed by the municipality.  Street 

reconstruction and bituminous overlays include utility replacement and relocation and other activities 

incidental to the street reconstruction, turn lanes and other improvements having a substantial public safety 

function, realignments, other modifications to intersect with state and county roads, and the local share of 

state and county road projects.  Street reconstruction also includes expenditures for street reconstruction 

that a municipality incurred prior to approval of the street reconstruction plan, if such expenditures are 

included in the street reconstruction plan approved on or before the date of a public hearing.  Except in the 

case of turn lanes, safety improvements, realignments, intersection modifications, and the local share of 

state and county road projects, street reconstruction and bituminous overlays does not include the portion 

of project cost allocable to widening a street or adding curbs and gutters where none previously existed. 

The City believes the street reconstruction process is an important element of responsible fiscal 

management.  Major capital expenditures can be anticipated and coordinated so as to minimize potentially 

adverse financial impacts caused by the timing and magnitude of capital outlays.  This coordination of 

capital expenditures is important to the City in achieving its goals of adequate physical public assets, 

preservation of public assets and sound fiscal management.  Good planning is essential for the wise and 

prudent use of limited financial resources.  This 2024 SRP is designed to be updated periodically.  This 

2024 SRP is an ongoing fiscal planning tool that continually anticipates future capital expenditures and 

funding sources. 

A street reconstruction plan such as this 2024 SRP is a part of the City’s overall CIB which is reviewed 

annually as part of the City’s overall budget process and is also reviewed by the CIB Committee.  This 

2024 SRP is a document designed to anticipate street reconstruction expenditures known as of the date of 

adoption and schedule them over a five-year period so that they may be funded in the most efficient and 

cost-effective method possible.  This 2024 SRP allows the matching of expenditures with anticipated 

revenues.  As potential expenditures are reviewed, the City considers the benefits, costs, alternatives and 

impact on operating expenditures. 
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PROCESS 

The City must hold a public hearing on a preliminary street reconstruction plan that describes the anticipated 

(i) street reconstruction, (ii) mill and overlay projects, or (iii) the City share of state and county road projects 

to be financed, the estimated costs of the projects, and any planned street reconstruction or overlay of other 

streets in the municipality over the next five years.  Under the requirements of the SRP Act, notice for the 

public hearing must have been published in the official newspaper of the City at least 10 days but not more 

than 28 days prior to the hearing.  The SRP Act requires that the street reconstruction plan and the issuance 

of general obligation bonds must then be approved by a vote of a two-thirds majority of the members of the 

City Council of the City (the “City Council”) present at the meeting following the public hearing.  This 

means that if all of the City Council members attend the meeting for consideration of the 2024 SRP then 

five (5) of the seven (7) City Council members must vote affirmatively in favor of adoption of the 2024 

SRP and the issuance of the proposed general obligation street reconstruction bonds. 

Although the SRP Act does not require a referendum, voters may petition for a reverse referendum on the 

issuance of the street reconstruction bonds.  If a petition requesting a vote on the issuance of the street 

reconstruction bonds is signed by voters equal to five percent (5%) of the votes cast in the last municipal 

general election and is filed with the municipal clerk within thirty (30) days of the public hearing, a 

referendum vote shall be called.  When a referendum vote is called, the municipality may issue the bonds 

only after obtaining the approval of a majority of the voters voting on the issuance of the street 

reconstruction bonds. 

PROJECT SUMMARY 

Street reconstruction projects anticipated under this 2024 SRP and the estimated costs thereof are set forth 

in Appendix A.  Maps of the proposed street reconstruction project anticipated to be financed in 2024 

through 2028 with the current proposed allocation of the proceeds of general obligation bonds are also 

included in Appendix B. The following street reconstruction expenditures have been submitted for inclusion 

in this 2024 SRP: 

Projected 2024 Street Reconstruction Bond Financed Expenditures 

General obligation street reconstruction bonds are proposed to be issued in 2024 in an aggregate principal 

amount of approximately $16,500,000 for improvements to Minnesota Street Phase II – 6th to 11th, the 

Residential and Arterial Mill and Overlay Program, and various other street reconstruction projects as more 

fully described in Appendix A.  Such general obligation street reconstruction bonds could be combined 

with other financing tools, including but not limited to state aid, special assessments, and other available 

revenues. 

Projected 2025 Street Reconstruction Bond Financed Expenditures 

General obligation street reconstruction bonds are proposed to be issued in 2025 in an aggregate principal 

amount of approximately $16,500,000 for improvements to Wheelock/Grotto Residential Phase I and 

Pleasant Avenue – Victoria to St. Clair, the Residential and Arterial Mill and Overlay Program, and various 

other street reconstruction projects as more fully described in Appendix A.  Such general obligation street 

reconstruction bonds could be combined with other financing tools, including but not limited to state aid, 

special assessments, and other available revenues. 

 

Projected 2026 Street Reconstruction Bond Financed Expenditures 

General obligation street reconstruction bonds are proposed to be issued in 2026 in an aggregate principal 

amount of approximately $16,500,000 for improvements to Wheelock/Grotto Residential Phase II; the 

Residential and Arterial Mill and Overlay Program; and various other street reconstruction projects as more 

fully described in Appendix A.  Such general obligation street reconstruction bonds could be combined 
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with other financing tools, including but not limited to state aid, special assessments, and other available 

revenues. 

Projected 2027 Street Reconstruction Bond Financed Expenditures 

General obligation street reconstruction bonds are proposed to be issued in 2027 in an aggregate principal 

amount of approximately $16,500,000 for improvements to Hoyt/Birmingham Phase I, the Residential and 

Arterial Mill and Overlay Program, and various other street reconstruction projects as more fully described 

in Appendix A.  Such general obligation street reconstruction bonds could be combined with other financing 

tools, including but not limited to state aid, special assessments, and other available revenues. 

 

Projected 2028 Street Reconstruction Bond Financed Expenditures 

General obligation street reconstruction bonds are proposed to be issued in 2027 in an aggregate principal 

amount of approximately $16,500,000 for improvements to Hoyt/Birmingham Phase II, the Residential and 

Arterial Mill and Overlay Program, and various other street reconstruction projects as more fully described 

in Appendix A.  Such general obligation street reconstruction bonds could be combined with other financing 

tools, including but not limited to state aid, special assessments, and other available revenues. 

 

The City may utilize the proceeds of general obligation street reconstruction bonds on any of the projects 

identified on Appendix A for which the City receives an opinion of bond counsel that such use is authorized 

under the terms of the SRP Act.  The amounts listed in Appendix A for each of the projects is an estimate 

as of the time of the adoption of this street reconstruction plan.  The amount of general obligation street 

reconstruction bonds to be issued by the City for the projects identified in 2024 may not exceed $16,500,000 

without an amendment to this plan, although such bonds are not required to be issued in 2024 and may be 

issued at a later date.   

 

 

FINANCING 

 

The total amount of anticipated expenditures (i.e. project cost and cost of issuance) under this 2024 SRP 

equals $88,165,000 as of its date of adoption.  The sources of the funds to be applied to the anticipated 

expenditures include the sale of an anticipated principal amount of $88,165,000 in general obligation street 

reconstruction bonds over the five-year period covered in this 2024 SRP.  

 

In 2024, the City anticipates that it will issue an estimated amount not to exceed $16,500,000 in general 

obligation street reconstruction bonds to finance the scheduled reconstruction of: (i) Minnesota Street Phase 

II Reconstruction – 6th to 11th; (ii) the scheduled 2024 the Residential and Arterial Mill and Overlay 

Program, and (iii) costs of issuance of the general obligation street reconstruction bonds.   

NON-STREET RECONSTRUCTION BOND FINANCED PROJECTS 

The City will be doing other street work and reconstruction that will be outside the scope of this 2024 SRP 

and is currently anticipated to be financed from other sources of funds but may be eligible under the SRP 

Act.  The street projects that are not anticipated to be financed with general obligation street reconstruction 

bonds have been included in the schedule attached hereto and made a part of this 2024 SRP in Appendix 

A. Detailed descriptions of street projects not financed by street reconstructions bonds have not been 

included in this 2024 SRP, but are in the City’s 2024 Capital Improvement Budget and available on the 

City’s website and in other materials that have been provided to the City Council of the City. 
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DEBT LIMIT 

Street reconstruction bonds are included in the amount of indebtedness of the City which cannot, under 

Minnesota Statutes, Section 475.53, exceed 3.33333333% of the assessor’s taxable market value for the 

City.  The proposed general obligation street reconstruction bonds will not exceed statutory limits set forth 

in Minnesota Statutes, Chapter 475, as amended. 
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2024 Projects 

 

Minnesota Street – 6th to 11th Phase II. This is the second phase of roadway reconstruction for a major 

downtown street in need of pavement, sidewalk, and drainage improvements.  Street improvements are 

anticipated to be consistent with current City standards including reconstruction of the bituminous street 

with concrete curb and gutter, concrete driveway aprons and outwalks, and boulevards landscaped with sod 

and trees. Concrete barrier curb and gutter will be added or replaced as necessary to substantially improve 

public safety by facilitating drainage, safe vehicular passage, and separation of vehicles from pedestrians. 

Mainline sidewalk and/or trail will be reconstructed or added as necessary to improve public safety by 

eliminating tripping hazards and pooling water, to meet ADA requirements, and to facilitate the separation 

of moving cars from pedestrians. Appropriate storm and sanitary sewer main repairs will be made, lead 

water services in the right of way will be replaced, and sanitary sewer service repairs will be made at the 

request of property owners. The street lighting system will be updated to the standard City of Saint Paul 

ornamental lanterns. Elements not directly related to the road would be funded by non-road funding sources. 

Traffic signals will be evaluated for necessary modifications or replacement where applicable.  The project 

design will look at how space in the ROW is allocated for those who bike, walk, take transit, park, or drive. 

 

Residential and Arterial Mill and Overlay Program. This program allocates $4 million annually to mill 

and overlay residential and arterial streets.  The goal of this program is to improve pavement quality and to 

prolong the useful life of residential and arterial streets.  The Residential Street Vitality Program (RSVP) 

started in 1996 with residential streets being constructed to modern street and sewer standards.  This 

program will fund the mill and overlay of the original RSVP projects in the order in which they were 

constructed.  This program will also fund the mill and overlay of streets within existing RSVP projects that 

have been built to modern standards.  The Cretin/Bayard and Fourth/Howard areas are scheduled for 

improvement in 2024. The program will also fund arterial mill and overlays.    

 

2025 Projects 

Wheelock/Grotto Residential Phase I. This project is the next project in the residential street program. 

These streets do not meet current roadway standards, are in poor condition, lack proper drainage, and do 

not have adequate sidewalks.  Street improvements are anticipated to be consistent with current City 

standards including reconstruction of the bituminous street with concrete curb and gutter, concrete driveway 

aprons and outwalks, and boulevards landscaped with sod and trees. Concrete barrier curb and gutter will 

be added or replaced as necessary to substantially improve public safety by facilitating drainage, safe 

vehicular passage, and separation of vehicles from pedestrians. Mainline sidewalk and/or trail will be 

reconstructed or added as necessary to improve public safety by eliminating tripping hazards and pooling 

water, to meet ADA requirements, and to facilitate the separation of moving cars from pedestrians. 

Appropriate storm and sanitary sewer main repairs will be made, lead water services in the right of way 

will be replaced, and sanitary sewer service repairs will be made at the request of property owners. The 

street lighting system will be updated to the standard City of Saint Paul ornamental lanterns. Elements not 

directly related to the road would be funded by non-road funding sources. Traffic signals will be evaluated 

for necessary modifications or replacement where applicable. 

Pleasant Avenue - Victoria to St. Clair. This roadway is in very poor condition, has drainage problems 

(especially in winter), and lacks sidewalks.  Street improvements are anticipated to be consistent with 

current City standards including reconstruction of the bituminous street with concrete curb and gutter, 

concrete driveway aprons and outwalks, and boulevards landscaped with sod and trees. Concrete barrier 

curb and gutter will be added or replaced as necessary to substantially improve public safety by facilitating 

drainage, safe vehicular passage, and separation of vehicles from pedestrians. Mainline sidewalk and/or 

trail will be reconstructed or added as necessary to improve public safety by eliminating tripping hazards 

and pooling water, to meet ADA requirements, and to facilitate the separation of moving cars from 
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pedestrians. Appropriate storm and sanitary sewer main repairs will be made, lead water services in the 

right of way will be replaced, and sanitary sewer service repairs will be made at the request of property 

owners. The street lighting system will be updated to the standard City of Saint Paul ornamental lanterns. 

Elements not directly related to the road would be funded by non-road funding sources. Traffic signals will 

be evaluated for necessary modifications or replacement where applicable. 

Residential and Arterial Mill and Overlay Program. This program allocates $4 million annually to mill 

and overlay residential and arterial streets.  The goal of this program is to improve pavement quality and to 

prolong the useful life of residential and arterial streets.  The Residential Street Vitality Program (RSVP) 

started in 1996 with residential streets being constructed to modern street and sewer standards.  This 

program will fund the mill and overlay of the original RSVP projects in the order in which they were 

constructed.     This program will also fund the mill and overlay of streets within existing RSVP projects 

that have been built to modern standards.  The Fourth/Howard area is scheduled for improvement in 2025. 

The program will also fund arterial mill and overlays.  

 

2026 Projects 

 

Wheelock/Grotto Residential Phase II. This project is the next project in the residential street program. 

These streets do not meet current roadway standards, are in poor condition, lack proper drainage, and do 

not have adequate sidewalks.  Street improvements are anticipated to be consistent with current City 

standards including reconstruction of the bituminous street with concrete curb and gutter, concrete driveway 

aprons and outwalks, and boulevards landscaped with sod and trees. Concrete barrier curb and gutter will 

be added or replaced as necessary to substantially improve public safety by facilitating drainage, safe 

vehicular passage, and separation of vehicles from pedestrians. Mainline sidewalk and/or trail will be 

reconstructed or added as necessary to improve public safety by eliminating tripping hazards and pooling 

water, to meet ADA requirements, and to facilitate the separation of moving cars from pedestrians. 

Appropriate storm and sanitary sewer main repairs will be made, lead water services in the right of way 

will be replaced, and sanitary sewer service repairs will be made at the request of property owners. The 

street lighting system will be updated to the standard City of Saint Paul ornamental lanterns. Elements not 

directly related to the road would be funded by non-road funding sources. Traffic signals will be evaluated 

for necessary modifications or replacement where applicable. 

 

Residential and Arterial Mill and Overlay Program. This program allocates $4 million annually to mill 

and overlay residential and arterial streets.  The goal of this program is to improve pavement quality and to 

prolong the useful life of residential and arterial streets.  The Residential Street Vitality Program (RSVP) 

started in 1996 with residential streets being constructed to modern street and sewer standards.  This 

program will fund the mill and overlay of the original RSVP projects in the order in which they were 

constructed.     This program will also fund the mill and overlay of streets within existing RSVP projects 

that have been built to modern standards.  The Fourth/Howard and Hatch/Park areas are scheduled for 

improvement in 2026.  The program will also fund arterial mill and overlays.    

 

 

 

2027 Projects 

Hoyt/Birmingham Residential Phase I. This project is the next project in the residential street program. 

These streets do not meet current roadway standards, are in poor condition, lack proper drainage, and do 

not have adequate sidewalks.  Street improvements are anticipated to be consistent with current City 

standards including reconstruction of the bituminous street with concrete curb and gutter, concrete driveway 

aprons and outwalks, and boulevards landscaped with sod and trees. Concrete barrier curb and gutter will 

be added or replaced as necessary to substantially improve public safety by facilitating drainage, safe 
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vehicular passage, and separation of vehicles from pedestrians. Mainline sidewalk and/or trail will be 

reconstructed or added as necessary to improve public safety by eliminating tripping hazards and pooling 

water, to meet ADA requirements, and to facilitate the separation of moving cars from pedestrians. 

Appropriate storm and sanitary sewer main repairs will be made, lead water services in the right of way 

will be replaced, and sanitary sewer service repairs will be made at the request of property owners. The 

street lighting system will be updated to the standard City of Saint Paul ornamental lanterns. Elements not 

directly related to the road would be funded by non-road funding sources. Traffic signals will be evaluated 

for necessary modifications or replacement where applicable. 

 

Residential and Arterial Mill and Overlay Program. This program allocates $4 million annually to mill 

and overlay residential and arterial streets.  The goal of this program is to improve pavement quality and to 

prolong the useful life of residential and arterial streets.  The Residential Street Vitality Program (RSVP) 

started in 1996 with residential streets being constructed to modern street and sewer standards.  This 

program will fund the mill and overlay of the original RSVP projects in the order in which they were 

constructed.     This program will also fund the mill and overlay of streets within existing RSVP projects 

that have been built to modern standards.  The Hatch/Park and Ivy/Birmingham areas are scheduled for 

improvement in 2027 in addition to mill/overlay work within the Wheelock/Grotto project.  The program 

will also fund arterial mill and overlays.    

  

 

2028 Projects 

Hoyt/Birmingham Residential Phase II. This project is the next project in the residential street program. 

These streets do not meet current roadway standards, are in poor condition, lack proper drainage, and do 

not have adequate sidewalks.  Street improvements are anticipated to be consistent with current City 

standards including reconstruction of the bituminous street with concrete curb and gutter, concrete driveway 

aprons and outwalks, and boulevards landscaped with sod and trees. Concrete barrier curb and gutter will 

be added or replaced as necessary to substantially improve public safety by facilitating drainage, safe 

vehicular passage, and separation of vehicles from pedestrians. Mainline sidewalk and/or trail will be 

reconstructed or added as necessary to improve public safety by eliminating tripping hazards and pooling 

water, to meet ADA requirements, and to facilitate the separation of moving cars from pedestrians. 

Appropriate storm and sanitary sewer main repairs will be made, lead water services in the right of way 

will be replaced, and sanitary sewer service repairs will be made at the request of property owners. The 

street lighting system will be updated to the standard City of Saint Paul ornamental lanterns. Elements not 

directly related to the road would be funded by non-road funding sources. Traffic signals will be evaluated 

for necessary modifications or replacement where applicable. 

 

Residential and Arterial Mill and Overlay Program. This program allocates $4 million annually to mill 

and overlay residential and arterial streets.  The goal of this program is to improve pavement quality and to 

prolong the useful life of residential streets.  The Residential Street Vitality Program (RSVP) started in 

1996 with residential streets being constructed to modern street and sewer standards.  This program will 

fund the mill and overlay of the original RSVP projects in the order in which they were constructed.     This 

program will also fund the mill and overlay of streets within existing RSVP projects that have been built to 

modern standards.  Work will continue in the Hatch/Park and Ivy/Birmingham areas in 2028 in addition to 

mill/overlay work within the Wheelock/Grotto project. The program will also fund arterial mill and 

overlays.    
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APPENDIX – B 

Map of the 2024 Street Reconstruction Projects 
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Maps of the 2024-2028 Mill and Overlay Program 
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